Tesla Inc. on Friday posted
record vehicle deliveries for
the second quarter that were in
line with Wall Street estimates,
despite the electric car maker
coping with a shortage of
computer chips. Over the past
year, Tesla has weathered the
global supply crisis better than
legacy automakers, but CEO
Elon Musk has warned of
challenges of securing chips
and other raw materials needed
to manufacture their iconic
brand of vehicles.
Tesla delivered 200k vehicles in total during the second quarter -in line with analysts estimates,
prompting shares to rise 3% in early trading. The numbers showed that strong deliveries of its
Model 3 sedans and Model Y crossovers (its two lower-priced vehicles), offset a drop in
deliveries of higher-end Model S and X variants. These two models account collectively for
nearly all of Tesla’s sales, 99 per cent in fact, suggesting that consumer’s demand for cleaner
vehicles are materially affected by price.

 


Also affected by price is Tesla’s exposure to Bitcoin, where the volatility of the cryptocurrency is
mirrored by Tesla’s stock price. This is function of Musk’s decision back in February to buy $1.5
billion worth of Bitcoin, and since Tesla’s stock price now has a high correlation with it. Longer
term however, Tesla’s fortunes will depend on the rate of adoption by consumers of electric
vehicles, and in particular, theirs. The electrification of transportation is all but a certainty, as
governments around the world move to lower greenhouse gas emissions. Tesla has the lead in
battery technology and the infrastructure (including charging stations) to support them. But it
faces tough competition from traditional automakers including industry giants General Motors,
Toyota and Volkswagen, all of whom have the benefit of using their line-up of internal
combustion engine cars (ICE) to subsidize their transition to all-electric vehicles.

With an eye-popping market capitalization of
USD $820 billion, Tesla is larger than the Big
Three automakers combined and is the 5th most
valuable stock listed on the New York Stock
Exchange. Some analysts are of the view that its
shares are priced for perfection, meaning that
even the impressive numbers posted on Friday
may not be enough to sustain the company’s
share price. Time will tell, and we remain
confident that our institutional partners at
Dimensional, EdgePoint, Guardian Capital and
Mackenzie Investments will make the right determination on which stocks to hold in their
investment funds. Currently, Tesla is not among them, but without doubt it’s on their radar. For
more on Tesla click <here>.
Be safe, be well!
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